Meet The Scientists Mining Big Data To Predict The Weather
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By Todd Woody

In San Diego the palm trees sway in the warm winter’s breeze, and the sun shines a reliable 40% of the year. It’s an odd location for a startup that tries to predict weather extremes. But in an office on a hill above the Pacific Ocean, a small company called EarthRisk Technologies is doing just that: crunching through massive amounts of historical weather data to determine the odds of really bad heat waves and cold snaps, all to give its customers —utilities, power producers and energy traders — the edge they need in playing dice with Mother Nature.

Started by a hedge fund meteorologist turned entrepreneur named Stephen Bennett, EarthRisk calculates the probability of market-changing bad weather up to 40 days in advance. That’s twice as long as the most farseeing conventional forecasts. On a visit to EarthRisk I’m taken by Bennett into “the Matrix,” the Web interface that shows these projections on grids and U.S. maps. EarthRisk defines extreme weather, for now, as a period of temperatures in the top or bottom 10% of the historic range that affects at least 10% of the area of a specific region of the U.S.

A Pacific Northwest utility dependent on hydropower uses EarthRisk’s TempRisk service to predict snowmelt. The U.S. operations of Iberdrola Renewables, the Spanish energy giant, taps the service to plan its natural gas purchases. “If a client knows an extreme weather event is coming they can lock in a price on natural gas or trade some power and get it cheaper,” says John “JP” Plavan Jr., EarthRisk’s chief executive.
Last fall, for instance, the consensus was that the coming winter would be cold, and natural gas prices rose accordingly. But as EarthRisk’s software crunched the historical numbers—performing an initial 82 billion calculations—its projections from November showed a warming trend in the Midwest and East, a trajectory that would accelerate as the winter wore on. (Each day the company’s software runs through 4 million calculations to update its forecast.) As EarthRisk predicted, this winter had the second-highest number of extreme heat events and the lowest number of extreme cold events since 1948. Natural gas prices plummeted.

“[EarthRisk] was instrumental in helping us ‘go against the grain’ late in fall,” says David Gold, an Iberdrola meteorology manager in Houston, via e-mail. EarthRisk says its accuracy rate for the 2011-12 winter was 76% when the probability of an extreme heat event was 40% or more.

Iberdrola was the only one of EarthRisk’s 20-odd clients willing to talk to FORBES. In the energy business they apparently prefer to keep their weather underground. Nor does EarthRisk disclose how much clients pay for the subscription service. Plavan says the startup’s annual revenue is “a couple of million” dollars.

Most federal research money for mining weather data goes to improve the accuracy of short-term forecasts to protect lives and property. “The average taxpayer doesn’t need to know the weather three weeks from now. They need to know if a tornado is about to run over their house in ten minutes,” says Bennett, 38. Research on long-term forecasts was being done mostly at research universities with giant supercomputers.

The advent of cheap and expandable cloud computing has liberated researchers anywhere to play with giant data sets. EarthRisk’s models are based on probability theories that date back to the late 1970s, when you literally had to be a rocket scientist to get access to the computing power necessary to put theory into practice.

With the cloud EarthRisk was able to develop its subscription service for less than $1 million. Plavan says the company has been cash-flow positive from its inception but is reinvesting profits into growth.

The idea to start EarthRisk formed in 2009, after Bennett left his job preparing weather forecasts for the energy desk at Chicago hedge fund Citadel Investment Group. (Citadel recruited Bennett from Enron as that firm crashed and burned.) Bennett was enticed to move to California to join the Scripps Institution for Oceanography at the University of California at San Diego. At Scripps Bennett ran a program designed to pair researchers with corporate partners. Among them were energy traders looking for a climatological edge for their hedge funds.

Scripps climate researcher Alexander “Sasha” Gershunov led a project to produce long-range forecasts and gathered government weather data back to 1948—surface temperatures, atmospheric pressure and the like—compiling the data equivalent of a 6,000-page catalog.

The Scripps scientists then wrote algorithms to sift through all that data,
looking for 200 known patterns that preceded a cold snap or heat wave, what weather quants call “synoptic precursors.” Instead of aiming toward accurate prediction models, which tend to break down a week or so into the future, they decided to focus on the probability of an outlier event, the kind that makes the nightly news and moves markets. Hedge funds and utilities are more interested in knowing of very high probabilities of heat waves or freezes than they are in knowing what the specific temperature will be 40 days from now.

Scripps secured patents for its methodology but lacked the expertise to turn its science into a commercial product. That fell to Bennett, who left Scripps in 2010 with a license to the weather patent and started EarthRisk, cramming four desks into a tiny server shack he leased on the roof of the building where the company now resides. Looking for capital, he met Plavan, a 44-year-old San Diego real estate developer and venture investor who put in less than $1 million. Plavan agreed to run the business.

Up next: hurricanes. Scientists at Colorado State University’s Tropical Meteorology Project are working with EarthRisk to improve forecasts of hurricane formation from the current 48 hours to 5 to 10 days or more. “Up to now there is no way to tell that, absolutely no objective way,” says William Gray, a renowned hurricane forecaster and founder of the Tropical Meteorology Project. If it’s successful, insurance companies would likely sign up for such a service. Iberdrola, the U.S.’ second-largest wind farm operator, may also want advance notice about wind conditions.

In the long run climate change may pose a challenge to EarthRisk. “Our forecasting methodologies are working on timescales much shorter than climate change,” says Gershunov. “But as climate change progresses we expect that these relationships may be affected to some extent. That’s an area we need to do more research.”
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